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    HELIOCENTRIC   CONCEPT   IN   RETROGRADING   PLANETS��

                                                                                                 - DR.M.L.RAJA, M.B.,B.S., D.O.,*  

ABSTRACT 

The retrograde motion of planets is a unique feature of our Bh�ratian Astronomy, Astrology and 

Almanacs. These texts describe that Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and the Saturn have retrograde 

motion, an apparent backward motion of these planets with respect to the fixed stars of the sky, on 

observed from the Earth. If analysed in depth, this retrograde motion of these planets, confirm that our 

Bh�ratian Astronomy is correctly based on Heliocentric concept only.  

Key words:  Vakra gati and Vakra nivarti (Retrograde motion and its reversal), ��ghra gati, 

Heliocentric, Geocentric, Elliptical orbits, Ecliptic, Angular distance, Heliacal rising and setting, 

D�kGanitam,  Saurm�na,  C�ndram�na  and Almanac.  

INTRODUCTION 

           All the nine planets of the Solar system, revolves round the Sun, which is nearly at the centre, 

in an elliptical pathway. This is known as the Heliocentric concept of motion of the planets. On the 

contrary, the Greeks and the Europeans thought for a long period, that the Sun and the planets revolve 

round the Earth, which is thought to be at the centre, in a perfect circular pathway. Only very late after 

Nicholas Copernicus (1473-1543), the Europeans slowly started understanding the subject. However, 

in our Nation, even the Almanacs used by the common people in their day-to-day affairs, are correctly 

based on the Heliocentric concept itself. The statistical details revealing the motions of the 

NavaGraha, given in our Bh�ratian Almanacs, especially the retrograde motion of the Mercury, Venus,  

Mars,  Jupiter and  the Saturn, if analysed in depth, it will show that  Bh�ratian Astronomy, Astrology 

and Almanacs correctly adopt the Heliocentric model to explain the motion of the Planets.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The following basics are to be clarified before proceeding further.   

1. The Earth - the place of observation of the celestial movements :- 

Being on the surface of the Earth only, our ancestors observed the motion of the celestial bodies. 

Further, it only served their purpose of analysing the effects of the celestial bodies over the Earth and 

the men, which depends on the position these celestial bodies, with respect to the Earth’s position in 

the sky and not on the mere position of these celestial bodies alone. Hence, if a motion of any planet is 

mentioned in our Bh�ratian Astronomy, then it means the change of the position of that planet in the 

sky, on observed from the Earth and not that planet’s individual motion alone. Therefore, the motion 

of a planet if described, then it means the change of positions of that planet superadded with the 

change of the Earth’s position in the sky (if any), whether positive or negative. Thus, the Earth 

becomes the point of reference, in computing the motion of the planets. 

2. Dik De�a K�la Vardham�na reality :-  

1. Mercury and Venus are in between the Earth and the Sun, hence known as minor or inferior 

planets. Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are beyond the orbit of the Earth or the Sun as the case may 

be, as in Heliocentric or Geocentric theory respectively and hence known as major or superior 

planets (T�r�Graha) — De�a (space) reality. 

2. Mercury and Venus moves faster and Mars, Jupiter and Saturn moves slower than the Earth or 

the Sun as the case may be, as in Heliocentric or Geocentric theory respectively — K�la (time 

– speed) reality. 

3. All the planets of the Solar system moves in only one direction (unidirectional motion)  i.e. not 

one planet moving in clockwise and the other in anti-clockwise direction – Dik (direction) 

reality.  

4. Planet and Graha are not synonyms. Any celestial body that attracts other is Graha. Hence, Sun, 

the planets of Solar System and Moon are all called as Graha, in Bh�ratian Astronomy  

RETROGRADE  MOTION  OF  THE  MINOR  PLANETS 

             The following table shows  the statistical data  of the retrograde motion  of  the minor  planets,  
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Mercury and Venus, mentioned in  the  D�k Ga�ita  Almanacs followed in  Tamilnadu Province. Here, 

the beginning  date of  the retrograde motion,  that is the apparent backward motion of these planets, in 

the opposite direction, on observed from the Earth with respect to the fixed stars of the sky, known as 

Vakra gati and the reversal of this retrograde motion again to the forward direct motion, known as 

Vakra nivarti are given. Further, the comparatively fast forward direct motion of these planets, on 

compared with the apparent motion of the Sun, which is mentioned as ��ghra gati and the positive 

(direct) or negative (retrograde) motion of these planets in degrees of longitude on that particular day, 

are also given in the table.   

                   Retrograde motion of  Mercury  -- P�rthiva  Sauram�na  year (2005 – 06) 1 

Sl.

No. 

     Type    

of  motion 

      Sauram�na 

        month 

   C�ndram�na 

        month 

  Western        

calender 
+ or – degree nir�yana 

longitude  of Mercury 

1 ��ghragati 

beginning 

    Vai��kha  21      Jye��h�14  04-06-05 + 2 °    12 ' 

2 Vakragati 

beginning 

      ����ha  7      �r�va�a 1  23-07-05   - 0 °    02 ' 

3 Vakranivarti      �r�va�a 1     �r�va�a 26 17-08-05 + 0 °     03 ' 

1 ��ghragati 

beginning 

 Bh�drapada  3    Bh�drapada  28 19-09-05 + 1°      50 ' 

2 Vakragati 

beginning 

     ��vina  28                   K�rtika  23     14-11-05 - 0 °     02' 

3 Vakranivarti     K�rtika 19     M�rga�ir�a  13 04-12-05 + 0°      05 ' 

1 ��ghragati 

beginning 

      Pau�a 13       M�gha  6 26-01-06 + 1°      43 ' 

2 Vakragati 

beginning 

      M�gha  19   Ph�lgu�a  12 03-03-06 - 0 °     06 ' 

3 Vakranivarti     Ph�lgu�a  12      Caitra  5 26-03-06 +  0 °     06 ' 
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Retrograde motion of Venus – Subh�nu, T�ra�a  and  P�rthiva  Sauram�na  year (2003, 04, 05 - 06)   

Sl. 

No. 

     Type        

of  motion 

      Sauram�na   

       month 

   C�ndram�na  

       month  

  Western        

calender 

 + or - degree nirayana 

longitude of Venus               

1 ��ghragati 

beginning 

            �r�va�a 1 

Subh�nu Year                            

         �r�va�a 27 

Subh�nu Year 

18-08-03 +  1 °      14 ' 

2 Vakragati 

beginning 
          Vai��kha  5  

T�ra�a  Year 

        Vai��kha  28  

T�ra�a  Year 

18-05-04        - 0 °        01 ' 

3 Vakranivarti             Jye��h�16  

T�ra�a  Year 

             ����ha  9  

T�ra�a  Year 

30-06-04 +  0 °       01 ' 

1 ��ghragati 

beginning 

        Ph�lgu�a  18 

T�ra�a    Year 

             Caitra  10  

P�rthiva  Year 

31-03-05 +  1 °       15 '  

2 Vakragati 

beginning 
   M�rga�ir�a  10 

P�rthiva  Year 

               Pau�a  4 

P�rthiva  Year 

25-12-05 -  0 °       03 ' 

3 Vakranivarti              Pau�a  22 

P�rthiva  Year 

           M�gha  15 

P�rthiva  Year 

04-02-06 +  0  °      02 ' 

� 

            These tables show clearly the exact alternate occurrence of Vagragati and  ��ghragati motion of 

these minor planets, i.e. one Vagragati  immediately  followed  by  a  ��ghragati, which in turn 

followed by another Vagragati and so on and thus not at a random manner. Thus, our Bh�ratian 

Almanacs mention that Vagragati and  ��ghragati of the minor planets are occurring exactly in 

alternate sequence only. From this, one can conclude whether these Almanacs and their basic texts, the 

Bh�ratian Astronomical manuals are based on Heliocentric concept or Geocentric concept. 

HELIOCENTRIC  MODEL 

            In Heliocentric model of arrangements of Planets, retrograde motion of  these minor planets, 

Mercury and Venus can happen, only when these planets are in between the Sun and the Earth as 

shown in this figure 1.  
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 Figure 1 --  RETROGRADE   MOTION  OF  MINOR  PLANETS – HELIOCENTRIC  MODEL 

           

            In this figure, on a particular day of a particular year, Mercury is at 180°,  Venus and the Earth 

are at 210°, on observed from the Sun. But on observed from the Earth (E1), Venus (V1) and the Sun 

(S) are at 30° entering V��abha r��i from Me�a and the Mercury (ME 1) is at 60°, entering  Mithuna 

r��i from V��abha. After a period of one month, Earth, due its average monthly motion of 30°, moves 

from 210° (E1) to 240° (E2). Hence, due to Earth’s motion imposed, the Sun appears to move from 

30° to 60°, entering Mithuna r��i from V��abha, thus Jye��h� month begins in Sauram�na calendar, 

followed in Tamilnadu province. In the same way, Venus actually moves forward by its average 

monthly motion of 48° 04 '. But on observed from the Earth, Venus appears to move backward from 

its 30° (V1) position to 345° (V2), i.e. from the beginning of  V��abha, crossing  the Me�a  back to the 

M�na  r��i  itself.  Even though the Venus has actually moved forward by  48° 04 ' in this one month 

duration, it  appears to retrograde, on observed from the Earth, because in this  one month duration  the 

Earth also moved  forward by  about  30°  and thus the position of the Earth has changed from 210° to 

240°. Hence on observed from the Earth which is now at 240° (E2),  Venus appears to retrograde  as 
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shown  in the figure 1.  In the same way, Mercury which is at 60° (ME 1) i.e. at the end of V��abha 

r��i, appears to move backward to 0° (ME 2), i.e. the beginning of Me�a r��i, all on observed from the 

Earth which has moved from 210° (E1) to 240° (E2). However, Mercury has actually moved forward 

by 122° 46', its average motion per month, during this period.            

             In Heliocentric model of arrangements of planets, this apparent retrograde backward motion of 

these minor planets can occur, only when these planets are nearer to the Earth, i.e. the planets are in 

between the Earth and the Sun, as shown in the figure 1. 

          ��ghra gati of these minor planets can occur, only when these planets are farther away from the 

Earth, i.e. when the Earth is on one side of the Sun and these planets are on the other side, with the 

Sun in between the Earth and these planets, as shown in this figure 2. 

Figure  2 --��GHRAGATI   OF  MINOR  PLANETS  -  HELIOCENTRIC  MODEL 

                    

              Here in one-month duration, the Earth moves from 210° (E1) to 240° (E2) and due to this 

Earth’s motion imposed on the Sun, the Sun appears to move from 30° to 60°, on observed from the 

Earth. Mercury from 0° (ME 1) moves by 122° 46', to go to 122°  46' (ME 2),  and Venus which is at 

15° (V1) moves by  48°  04',  to go to  63° 04' (V2),  all on observed from the Sun.  In the beginning, 

the apparent Sun is at 30°, much forward than Venus and Mercury. But in one month duration, Venus 
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and the Mercury overtake the apparent Sun which is now at  60°, to go to  65° (V2)  and  102° (ME 2) 

respectively, all observed from the Earth. This is the ��ghra gati, i.e. a comparatively fast forward 

motion of these minor planets, on compared with the apparent motion of the Sun, on observed from 

the Earth. Thus in Heliocentric model of arrangements of planets, Vagragati of the minor planets takes 

place, only when they are in between the Earth and the Sun, i.e. nearer to the Earth, on the same side 

of the Earth from the Sun. In ��ghra gati, these planets are on the other side of the Sun, farther away 

from the Earth. Since in Heliocentric model, these planets are revolving round the Sun inner to the 

Earth’s orbit, these minor planets will be nearer to the Earth i.e. on the same side of the Earth, in the 

first half of their revolution round the Sun. In the next half, they will be on the other side of the Sun, 

farther away from the Earth. Therefore, they will be alternatively nearer and farther away from the 

Earth as shown in figures 1 and 2. As seen before, Vakragati of these planets will occur when they are 

nearer to the Earth and ��ghra gati will occur when they are farther away from the Earth. So, in 

heliocentric model, these minor planets alternatively come nearer and go farther from the Earth and 

thus, Vakragati and  ��ghra gati of these planets will also occur alternatively, only in heliocentric 

model. Our Bh�ratian Almanacs exactly mentions this alternate occurrence of the Vakragati and  

��ghra gati of these minor planets and thus, these Almanacs and our Astronomical texts are based on 

Heliocentric model only.  

       Siddh�nta  �iroma�i� 3  a  Bh�ratian  Astronomical  manual,  authored  by  �r�mad Bh�skar�c�rya 

reveals the same thing that these minor planets are nearer to the Earth,  during their  Vakragati  than  at  

��ghra gati. In the verse 6 of  the Chapter  Grahoday�st�dhik�ra	,  Siddh�nta  �iroma�i	 mentions as, 

������������	�
������	�����	��������������������������������������������������

�����������������������������������������	������������������������� !���������

Dasrendava	   �ailabhuva�ca  �akr� Rudr�	  khaCandr�	   tithaya	   krame�a  � 

Candr�dita	   k�lalav�     nirukt�    j
a  �ukrayor    vakragayor  dvih�n�	  ���

Meaning:- 1. Dasra – 2 ,  Indu – 1,  Dasrendu -12 ;  2. �aila  - 7 ,  Bhuva – 1,  �ailabhuva  - 17;  3. 

�akr� - 14 ;  4. Rudra -11 ; 5. Kha – 0,  Candra -1,  Khacandra  - 10 ;  6. Tithi – 15 ;  7  Kreme�a –in 

the order of ; 8. Candra �dita – beginning from the Moon ;  9. K�lalav� - k�la  am�a (degrees of angle);  
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10. Nirukta – expressed ;  11. J
a - Mercury ; 12. �ukra – Venus ; 13. Vakra  ga – retrograde motion  

14. Dvi  - 2; 15. H�n�	 - subtraction. 

           This verse mentions that the K�la  am�a or the degrees of angular distance of  the Moon, Mars, 

Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn, from the Sun, with which these Graha rise or set heliacally, are 

12, 17, 14, 11, 10 and 15 respectively. In the case of Mercury and Venus, the K�la  am�a are 2 degrees 

less, during their retrograde motion, i.e. 12 and 8 respectively. The angular distance from the Sun, at 

which these Graha rise or set heliacally depends on the luminosity of the respective planets. Thus 

when these Graha come nearer to the Sun’s longitude, measured in k�la  am�a or degrees of angles, 

they become invisible due to Sun’s brightness. However when they move farther away from the Sun, 

they again become visible to the men on the Earth. Besides when they are closer to the Earth, they 

become more visible than they are farther away. This verse mentions that the angular distance from the 

Sun, for Mercury and Venus are 2 degrees less in retrograde motion than in their forward direct 

motion. Thus, these minor planets are rising earlier and setting latter in retrograde motion than they are 

in direct forward motion. Therefore, they are more visible to us during their retrograde motion, which 

means that they are nearer to the Earth, when they are in retrograde motion and they are farther away 

from the Earth, when they are in fast forward motion.  Since in Geocentric model,  these  planets  are  

always  at  equidistant  from  the  Earth,  which is  said to be at  the centre,  around which these planets  

are revolving in perfect circular orbits, there is no variation of the distance of these planets from the 

Earth, during their retrograde and forward motions. Thus, the variation of the distances of these 

planets observed from the Earth, during their retrograde and forward motions mentioned in this verse 

itself proves that the Bh�ratian Astronomy is heliocentric.  

         Besides, this verse and the statistical data of the Almanacs shown in the table before, shows that 

these minor planets are revolving round the Sun only. Because on observed from the Earth, they are at 

one time nearer to the Earth, in between the Earth and the Sun and in the immediate next, they are 

farther away from the Earth and the Sun is in between them and the Earth. This is possible only when  
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these planets are revolving round the Sun.  

          Besides, Siddh�nta  �iroma�i� and the other Bh�ratian Astronomical manuals, mention the 

heliacal rising and setting of the minor planets separately, during their retrograde and forward motion, 

where as for the major planets, only one heliacal rising and setting per one revolution is mentioned. 

For example, in Va�e�vara Siddh�nta� and Gola by Va�e�vara� 4 in verses 12 and 13 of the section 

4 (Jy�rbhivin� Sphut�kara�a vidhi	) of the chapter 2 (Sphu�agatyadhik�ra	), mentions, only one 

heliacal rising and setting for the major planets in each revolution, in their respective orbits. However, 

it mentions two heliacal rising and setting for the minor planets, one during their forward, and one 

during their retrograde motion, in each revolution. The following tables gives these values clearly. 5  

                      Heliacal rising of the planets in the east (and heliacal setting in the west) 

                  ��ghra kendra at heliacal rising in the east, in degrees  (   ° )                   

Planets 
�ryabha���yam 
Lal�c�rya

 
Brahmagupta 

Bh�skar�c�rya
 

Mah��ryabha��a 
Siddh�nta	 

   
�r�pati

 
 Va�e�vara

 

Mars         28        28                                28         28       28 

Mercury        205       205       205       205     203 

Jupiter          14          14              14         14         13 

Venus       183       183      182.5       183     183 

Saturn          20       17       17.5         17      17 

     

    ��ghra kendra for Mercury and Venus at heliacal rising in the west (and setting in the east)                                                  

                 ��ghra kendra at heliacal rising in the west,  in degrees  (   ° )                   

Planets   
�ryabha��a ref.

 

Kha��aKh�dyakam
 

Brahmagupta 

Bh�skar�c�rya
 

Lal�c�rya
    Mah��ryabha��a 

Siddh�nta	
 

Va�e�vara
 

Mercury       51       50        51        49       49 

Venus       24       24         23        20           24 

           The major planets rise in the east and set in the west heliacally, since they move slower than the 

apparent motion of the Sun, which is nothing but the Earth’s revolution round the Sun in the ecliptic, 

imposed on the Sun. The minor planets rise in the west and set in the east helically, since the minor 

planets moves faster than the Sun’s apparent motion. However, during the retrograde motion, the 
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minor planets rise and set in opposite direction, i.e. rising in the east and setting in the west. Unlike the 

minor planets, the major planets are visible to us fully, during their retrograde motion. Thus, there will 

not be any heliacal rising and setting for the major planets during their retrograde motion like that of 

minor planets. This difference between the major and minor planets in rising and setting heliacally, 

stated by these Bh�ratian astronomical manuals can be possible only in heliocentric model, as shown 

in the figure 3. 

      Figure 3  --  HELIACAL  RISING AND SETTING OF MAJOR AND MINOR PLANETS 

       

         Thus, during their direct forward motion, both the minor and the major planets are obscured by 

the Sun on observed from the Earth, since the Sun is in between these planets and the Earth, as shown 

in the figure 3. So, both the minor and the major planets rise and set heliacally during their direct 

forward motion. The minor planets are revolving round the Sun, inner to the Earth’s orbit in 
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heliocentric model and so during their retrograde motion, the minor planets are in between the Earth 

and the Sun. Hence, on observed from the Earth they enter into the rays of the Sun, thus become 

invisible due to the brightness of the Sun. Hence, the minor planets rise and set heliacally during their 

retrograde motion also. However, the major planets revolve round the Sun, exterior to the Earth’s 

orbit, and hence they will not come in between the Earth and the Sun, during their retrograde motion. 

Thus, major planets will not enter into the rays of the Sun, as shown in figure 3. Hence, during their 

retrograde  motion,  the  major  planets  are always visible to the men at the Earth.  Thus, there is  no  

heliacal rising and setting for the major planets, during their retrograde motion. But, in Geocentric 

model  as shown in figure 4,  the minor planets  will not be obscured  by the  Sun  and can only enter 

into the rays of the Sun, because they are always in between the Earth and the Sun and the Sun will 

never be in between the Earth and these minor planets. Therefore, in Geocentric model, there will not 

be two heliacal rising and setting for the minor planets as in heliocentric model. Since our Bh�ratian 

astronomical texts mention two heliacal rising and setting for the minor planets, they are based on 

heliocentric model only. 

GEOCENTRIC  MODEL -   MINOR  PLANETS   

           In the Geocentric model, the Earth is said to be exactly at the centre and stationary - not 

moving. The other planets with the Sun, are said to be revolving round the Earth in a perfect circular 

pathways. Therefore, the minor planets are always at equidistant from the Earth. Retrograde motion 

will be apparent and possible, only when the motion of a particular planet is observed,  from another 

moving celestial body. So when observed from a stationary, not moving celestial body, no retrograde 

motion  of  any  planet  will  be  apparent.  This  is  shown  in  the  figure  4,  where  the Sun is  at  30°,   

Mercury is at 0° and the Venus is  at  15° all on observed from the Earth.  After a period of one month,  

the Sun moves by 30°, from 30° (Ss1), to go to 60° (Ss2),  Mercury moves by 122° 46',  from 0° (ME 

1)  to go to 122° 46' (ME 2) and the Venus moves by 48° 04', from 15° (V1) to go to 63° 04' (V2), all 

on observed from the Earth. Hence on observed from the Earth, there is only direct forward motion for 

the Mercury and the Venus and there is no retrograde motion. 
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             Figure 4 – NO  VAKRAGATI  IN  GEOCENTRIC  MODEL   -   MINOR  PLANETS   

                     No vakragati on observed from the Earth, but only on observed from the Sun. 

                                                               
            Thus in Geocentric model, when observed from the supposed to be stationary Earth, no 

retrograde motion of any planet is possible. Since our ancestors observed the motion of the celestial 

bodies from the Earth only and described their motion, only with the Earth as the point of reference, 

they would not have mentioned the retrograde motion of any planet, if they would have adopted the 

Geocentric model. Thus, by mere mentioning of retrograde motion of the planets itself shows that they 

have adopted Heliocentric model only.  

           Nevertheless, if observed from the Sun, retrograde motion of the minor planets is possible, only  

when they are in between the Earth and the Sun as shown in the figure 4. Here, in one-month duration, 

Mercury which is at 283° (ME 1), moves retrograde by 118°, to go to 165°  (ME 2) and the Venus 

which is at 235° (V1), moves retrograde by 16° to go to 219° (V2) all on observed from the Sun. In the 

same way,  ��ghra gati of these minor planets will also occur,  on observed from the Earth,  when these  

planets are in between the Earth and the Sun, as shown in figure 5.     
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                Figure 5  --  ��GRAGATI  GEOCENTRIC  MODEL   -   MINOR  PLANETS 

                             

            Here, in one month duration, the Sun which is at 30° (Ss1), moves by 30° to go to 60° (Ss2), 

Venus which is at 15° (V1), moves by 48° 04', to go to 63° 04' (V2) and the Mercury which is at 0° 

(ME 1), moves by 122° 46', to go to 122° 46' (ME 2). Thus, the figure 5 shows that in the beginning 

the Sun is at 30°, much forward in position than Venus and Mercury. But after a period of one month, 

Venus and Mercury overtake the Sun, which is at 60°, to go to 63° 04' (V2) and 122° 46' (ME2) 

respectively, all on observed from the Earth. This is ��ghra gati, a comparetively fast forward motion 

of these planets on compared with the motion of the Sun, on observed from the Earth. 

             Because of this, Vakragati and  ��ghragati can not occur alternatively, but simultaneously, in 

Geocentric model, that too Vakragati on observed from the Sun (not from the Earth) and ��ghragati 

when observed from the Earth. Since our Almanacs mention the alternative occurrences of Vakragati 

and  ��ghra gati of these minor planets, on observed from the Earth, they are not based on Geocentric  

concept.  

             Thus, the analysis of the stastical data given in  the  Bh�ratian almanacs and  the Astronomical 

manuals detailing the retrograde motion and the heliacal risings of the minor planets, shows that these  
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texts clearly knew that the minor planets are revolving round the Sun and the Bh�ratian astronomy is 

Heliocentric. Heliocentric concept in retrograding major planets is to be analysed next. � 

RETROGRADE  MOTION  OF  THE  MAJOR  PLANETS 

           Mars, Jupiter and the Saturn are the major or the superior planets (T�r�Graha) of the Solar 

system. The following  table  shows the statistical data,  given in the  D�k Ga�ita almanacs followed  

in  Tamilnadu province, detailing the Vakra gati, the apparent backward motion of these major planets 

with respect to the fixed stars of the sky, on observed from the Earth. Vakra nivarti is the reversal of 

this retrograde motion, to the usual direct forward motion. These data are of the six years, 

commencing from Vikrama (2000 – 01), to P�rthiva (2005 – 06), in Souram�na year calculations.  

Nir�yana Longitude of the Sun and Jupiter, during Vakragati of Jupiter, as observed from the Earth1 

Nir�yana  Longitude  of               
(in degrees,  minutes) 

Year Type of  
Motion 

     Date 
(Souram�na) 

     Sun       Jupiter 

Difference 
between Sun &  
Jupiter 

Around 
180°  
or 360° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

Bh�drapada16  165 °   22 '     47 °   30 ' Vikrama 
(2000-01) 

Vakranivarti 
 

Pau�a 13  282 °   22 '     37 °   27 ' 

117 °   52 ' 
      to 
244 °  55 ' 

 
180 ° 
 

Vakragati  
beginning 

��vina    19  198 °   53 '     81 °   56 ' V��a  
(2001-02) 

Vakranivarti 
 

M�gha     18   317 °  28 '     71 °   52 ' 

116 °   57 ' 
      to 
245 °   36 ' 

 
180 ° 
 

Vakragati  
beginning 

K�rtika     21   230 °  56 '    114 °  20 '  Citrabh�nu 
(2002-03) 

Vakranivarti 
 

Ph�lgu�a    24   353 °  00 '    104 °  18 ' 

116 °   36 ' 
      to 
248 °   42 ' 

 
180 ° 
 

Subh�nu 
 (2003-04) 

Vakragati  
beginning 

M�rga�ir�a 24   263 °  14 '    145 °  08 '  

Vakranivarti 
 

Caitra   25    22 °   52 '    135 °  01 ' 

118 °   06 ' 
      to 
 247°   51 ' 

 
180 ° 
      

T�rana 
(2004-05) Vakragati  

beginning 
Pau�a   21   290 °  20 '    174 °  57 ' 

P�rthiva  
(2005-06) 

Vakranivarti Vai��kha    24     52 °  26 '    165 °  01 '  

115 °   23 ' 
      to 
247 °   25 ' 

 
180 ° 
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Nir�yana Longitude of the Sun and Saturn, during Vakragati of Saturn, as observed from the Earth1 

 

   Here, it is seen that the major planets have retrograde motion, whenever they are around 180° away 

from the Sun, on observed from the Earth. This means, that these major planets and the Sun are 

exactly at opposite angles of 360° circle, on observed from the Earth, i.e. if the Sun is at 360° (0°), 

then these major planets will be at 180° or vice versa, during their retrograde motion. Thus, on 

observed from the Earth, the Sun is on one side, and these planets are on the other side of the sky. 

Therefore, during the retrograde motion of these planets, the Earth will be in between these major 

planets and the Sun. Jupiter and the Saturn have retrograde motion every year, because of their slow 

motion,  requiring 11.86 and 29.46 years on an average,  to complete one full revolution.  Due  to  this,  

these two planets will be 180° away from the Sun, every year. Since Mars completes one revolution, in 

Nir�yana  Longitude  of         
(in degrees, minutes) 

Year. Type of  
Motion 

      Date 
(Souram�na)  

        Sun      Saturn 

Difference 
between Sun &  
Saturn 

Around 
180°  
or 360° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

�r�va�a  29 147 °   45 '    37 °  15 ' Vikrama 
(2000-01) 

Vakranivarti 
 

Pau�a   16 285 °   25 '    30 °  20 ' 

110 °  30 ' 
  to  
255 °  05 ' 

 
180 ° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

Bh�drapada14 163 °  09 '    51 °  13 ' V��a  
(2001-02) 

Vakranivarti 
 

Pau�a   29  298 °  19 '    44 °  17 ' 

111 °  56 ' 
  to 
254 °  02 ' 

 
180 ° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

Bh�drapada28 176 °  42 '   65 °  19 ' Citrabh�nu 
(2002-03) 

Vakranivarti 
 

M�gha    12 311 °  11 '   58 °  22 ' 

111 °  23 ' 
  to 
252 °  49 ' 

 
180 ° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

��vina    12 191 °  22 '   72 °  32 ' Subh�nu 
 (2003-04) 

Vakranivarti 
 

M�gha    28 326 °  58 '  65 °  37 ' 

118 °  50 ' 
  to 
261 °  21 ' 

 
180 ° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

��vina    24 203 °  01 '  93 °  26 '   T�rana 
(2004-05) 

Vakranivarti 
 

Ph�lgu�a    13 341 °  31 '  86 °  29 ' 

109 °  35 ' 
  to 
255 °  02 ' 

 
180 ° 

Vakragati  
beginning 

K�rtika    9 217 °  53 ' 107 °  24 ' P�rthiva  
(2005-06) 
 Vakranivarti 

 
Ph�lgu�a    26 355 °  05 ' 100 °  28 ' 

110 °  29 ' 
  to 
254 °  37 ' 

 
180 ° 
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 an average of  687 days, in some of the years it will not be at 180° from the Sun. Therefore, during 

these years, there will be no retrograde motion for Mars as shown in the following table. For example, 

in Vikrama, Citrabh�nu and T�rana years, Mars is only at 140°, 124° and 116° at the maximum, from 

the Sun and thus, there is no retrograde motion for Mars in these years. 

   Nir�yana Longitude of the Sun and Mars, during Vakragati of Mars, as observed from the Earth 1  

              

             
                Thus, these tables show that the major planets will move in retrograde motion, on observed 

from the Earth, only when they are 180° away from the Sun i.e. when the Earth is in between the 

major planets and the Sun.  

          The ancient astronomical manuscripts of our Nation also mention clearly that the major planets 

have retrograde motion, only when they are 180° away from the Sun. For example, Va�e�vara 

Siddh�nta� and Gola  by  Va�e�vara�,  in   the 9th  verse of  the  4th section   (Jy�rbhivin�    

Sphut�kara�a  vidhi	), of the 2nd chapter (Sphu�agatyadhik�ra	),6  mentions  the  ��ghrakendra, at  

Nir�yana  Longitude  of         
(in degrees, minutes) 

Year. Type of  
Motion 

      Date 
(Souram�na) 

        Sun     Mars 

Difference 
between Sun 
&  Mars   

Around 
180°  
or 360° 

Vikrama 
(2000-01) 

                   
                          No  Vakragati  for  Mars 

- 21 °  51 '  to  
+118 °  32 ' 

Only 
140° 23' 
 

Vakragati  
beginning 

Caitra  29   27 °   36 ' 
 

 245 °  19 ' 
 

V��a  
(2001-02) 

Vakranivarti 
 

����ha     4   93 °   36 ' 
 

 231 °  21 ' 
 

142 °   17 ' 
  to 
 222°   15 ' 

 
180 °  
 

Citrabh�nu 
(2002-03) 

                          
                          No  Vakragati  for  Mars 

- 36 °  19 '  to 
+  88 °  08 ' 

  

Only 
124° 27' 

Vakragati  
beginning 

����ha     14  102 °   39 ' 
 

316 °   21 ' 
 

Subh�nu 
(2003-04) 

Vakranivarti 
 

Bh�drapada11  160 °   40 ' 
 

306 °   20 ' 
 

146 °   18 ' 
  to 
214 °   20 ' 
  

 
180 °  
 

T�rana 
(2004-05) 

  
                          No  Vakragati   for   Mars 

 - 51 °  26 ' to 
 +  65 °  19 ' 

Only 
116° 45' 

Vakragati  
beginning 

Bh�drapada17  165 °   58 ' 
 

  29 °   27 ' 
 

P�rthiva  
(2005-06) 
 Vakranivarti 

 
K�rtika      11  235 °   07 ' 

 
  14 °   19 ' 
 

136 °    31 ' 
   to 
 220 °   48 ' 

 
180 °  
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which these planets move in retrograde motion.  

"�����#$�������%����&��������������������
�������!��'���(%���������������")*��&�+�
������

	�����	�"���	��	�������	����"�������
������������
�����$���������������&�����!��������

R�m���ibhi	   k�itisuta	    calakendrabh�gai	      vakr�ndujo(k�amanubhi	  

                                                                                                        gurura�gas�ryai	  ��
�ukra	   �arartu�a�ibhi	   �aniragnirudrai	    cakracyutai	     ku�ilag�	  

                                                                                                      kathit�stvam�bhi	  ���
Meaning:- 1. R�ma – 3, a��i – 16, . R�m���i – 163 ; 2. K�iti – The Earth, Suta – son,  K�itisuta – 

Mars; 3.Calakendra - ��ghrakendra; 5. Vakra – retrograde; 6. Indu – Moon, ja – born from, Induja 

– Mercury; 7. Ak�am – 5, Manu – 14, Ak�amanu – 145 ; 8. Guru – Jupiter; 9. A�ga – 6, S�rya – 12, 

A�ga S�rya  – 126 ; 10. �ukra – Venus; 11. �arartu – 56, �a�i – 1, �arartu�a�i – 165 ; 12. �ani – 

Saturn; 13. Agni – 3, Rudra -11,  AgniRudra – 113 ;  14. Cakra – full circle (360°); 15. Ca – 

aggregation (along with); 15. Yuta – joined; 16. Ku�ilaga – retrograde motion; 17. Kathita – described; 

18. asta – Thrown off.     

            This verse mentions that the  ��ghrakendra of Mars is 163°, of Mercury 145°, of Jupiter 126°, 

of Venus 165°, and of Saturn is 113°, when these planets start to move in retrograde (backward) 

motion. They end their retrograde motion and start moving again in forward direct motion at an angle, 

which if added with their respective ��ghrakendra given above, will make 360° (full circle). That 

means Mars will start to move in direct forward motion at 360° subtracted with its  ��ghra kendra of 

retrograde motion (163°), i.e. (360 – 163) which is equal to 197°. In the same way, Mercury starts to 

move in direct forward motion, at an angle 360 – 145 = 215°, Jupiter at 360 – 126 = 234°, Venus at 

360 – 165 = 195° and Saturn at 360 – 113 = 247°  respectively. 

         Thus, this verse clearly shows that these planets are moving in retrograde motion when their  

��ghrakendra are around 180° only. For example, Mars starts retrograde motion at 163°, 17 less of  

180°  and ends its retrograde motion  197°,  17 more of 180°.  In the same way for Mercury, it is 145°,  
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35 less of 180° and 215°, 35 more of 180°, for Jupiter it is 126° and 234°, 54 less and more of 180°, 

for Venus it is 165° and 195°, 15 less and more of 180° and for the Saturn it is 113° and 247°, 67 less 

and more of 180°. Thus, this verse concludes that the retrograde motion of these planets occur when 

their ��ghra kendra are around 180°.     

          The following table shows the data given in various ancient astronomical texts of our Nation. 7 

     ��ghra kendra in degrees (  ° ) at the beginning of  Vagra gati / at Vakra nivarti  
     Planets 

�ryabha��a                          
(Kha��a 

Kh�dyakam) 

Brahmagupta,  
Lall�c�rya 

Bh�skar�c�rya 

S�rya          
Siddh�nta	 

   Mah� 
�ryabha��a 

Siddh�nta	     

   Va�e�vara 

Mars   164  / 196  163  / 197   164  / 196    163  / 197   163  / 197 

Mercury   146  /  214  145  /  215    144  /  216    145  /  215    145  /  215 

Jupiter    130  /  230  125  / 235   130  /  230    125  / 235   126  / 234 

Venus   165  /  195  165  /  195   163  /  197    166  /  194   165  /  195 

Saturn   116  /  244  113  /  247    115  /  245    113  /  247   113  /  247 

 

         Thus the ancient astronomical manuscripts of our Nation concludes that  the retrograde motion of 

these planets occur when their ��ghrakendra are around 180° only. The 16th verse of the 2nd section 

(Svoccan�ca Graha Sphut�kara�a Vidhi	),8 and 54th verse of the 1st section (S�ry�candramaso	 

Sphut�kara�a Vidhi	),9 of the same 2nd chapter in this manuscript, mention that the mean longitude of 

the planet’s ��ghrocca, diminished by the longitude of that planet is defined as the ��ghrakendra of 

that planet. The ��ghrocca of a planet, is the Sun (the Earth) or the planet itself, whichever moves 

faster, as mentioned in the page no.165 of the book Va�e�vara Siddh�nta� and Gola by Va�e�vara�  

2nd  part,10  edited with English translation and commentary by K.S.Shukla.   So, the Sun (Earth) is the  

��ghrocca for these major planets, since the Sun (the Earth) moves faster than these major planets.               
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   The ��ghrakendra of the planets  =  the ��ghrocca  of a planet  - the same  planet’s longitude. 

   For the major planets, the ��ghrakendra =  Sun’s longitude  - major planet’s longitude, 

                                                                     (both on observed from the Earth).  

 So, ��ghrakendra of Major planets, on retrograde motion  =  Sun’s longitude - major planet’s 

longitude =  around 180°, as shown in the ancient astronomical texts and almanacs of our Nation. 

           Thus our Bh�ratian almanacs and the ancient astronomical manuscripts concludes that these 

major planets move in retrograde motion, only when they are 180° away from the Sun, on observed 

from the Earth. From this one can conclude whether our Bh�ratian almanacs and their basic texts, the 

Bh�ratian Astronomical manuals are based on Heliocentric or on Geocentric concept. 

 HELIOCENTRIC  MODEL 

           As shown in the figure 6, in Heliocentric model of arrangements of planets, the retrograde 

motions of the major planets occur, only when they are 180° away from the Sun.                        

            Figure 6 – Heliocentric model – Major planets 180° away from the Sun  
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            The Earth travels on an average of 30° per month, whereas Mars travels on an average of 

15.7208°, Jupiter 2.4925° and Saturn 1.0042° per month. This figure shows that the Earth, which is at 

150° (E1) from the Sun, travels in two-month duration to 210° (E2). Mars which is at 164° (MA 1) 

from the Sun, travels to 195.44° (MA 2), Jupiter at 178° (J1) moves to 183° (J2) and the Saturn at 179° 

(S1) moves to 181° (S2) in two-month duration, in direct forward motion, all on observed from the 

Sun. But on observed from the Earth, due to the Earth’s movement from 150° (E1) to 210° (E2), these 

major planets which are at  Tul� r��i,  appears to retrograde to  Kany� r��i i.e. Mars from 185° (MA 1)  

to 172° (MA 2), Jupiter from 185° (J1) to 176° (J2) and the Saturn from 185° (S1) to 179° (S2). The 

Sun appears to move from 330 to 30, i.e. from the beginning of M�na r��i to the end of Me�a r��i, due 

to the Earth’s revolution round the Sun in the ecliptic, imposed on the Sun. Thus, the major planets 

appear to retrograde in the opposite direction, when these planets are 180° away from the Sun, on 

observed from the Earth, in Heliocentric model. � � � � � � � �  	 � � � 
 	 � 
 � N � � � � �          

            On the contrary, as shown in the figure 7, the major planets will not appear to move retrograde 

when they are in conjunction with the Sun, i.e. in the same longitude as that of the Sun, on observed 

from the Earth, in Heliocentric model of arrangements of planets.  

          Figure 7 -  Heliocentric model – Major planets in conjunction with the Sun  

                       

             This figure shows that the Earth, which is at 150° (E1) from the Sun, travels in two-month 

duration to 210° (E2). In the same way, Mars which is at 358° (MA 1) travels to 29.44° (MA 2), 
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Jupiter from 356° (J1) to 1° (J2) and the Saturn from 352° (S1) to 354° (S2) in two-month duration, all 

on observed from the Sun. But, on observed from the Earth which is at 150° (E1), these major planets 

are at 350° initially. In two months duration, Mars moves to 29.44°, Jupiter to 5° and the Saturn to 

358°, on observed from the Earth, which is now at 210° (E2). Thus, these major planets move in direct 

forward motion, from M�na r��i towards Me�a r��i, on observed from the Earth (no retrograde 

motion). The Sun appears to move from 330° to 30°, i.e. from the beginning of M�na r��i to end of 

Me�a r��i, on observed from the Earth, due to the Earth’s revolution round the Sun in the ecliptic, 

imposed on the Sun. Thus, these major planets will not appear to move retrograde on observed from 

the Earth, when they are in the same longitude as that of the Sun, in Heliocentric model.  

           Therefore, in Heliocentric model, the retrograde motion of the major planets occur, when these 

major planets are 180° away from the Sun, on observed from the Earth and not when they are  in 

conjunction with the Sun, i.e. in the same longitude as that of the Sun. 

GEOCENTRIC  MODEL 

            In Geocentric model of arrangements of the planets, the retrograde motion of the major planets 

occur, when they are in conjunction with the Sun, that too, only on observed from the Sun, which is 

said to be revolving and not stationary, and no retrograde motion occur when these major planets are 

180° away from the Sun. Besides, no retrograde motion of these major planets is possible, on observed 

from the Earth, which is said to be stationary at the centre. Since our ancestors observed the motion of 

the celestial bodies, with Earth as the point of observation, i.e. they observed and computed the motion 

of the celestial bodies from the Earth only, they would have not mentioned anything like retrograde 

motion of the planets, if they would have adopted the Geocentric model at all. This is because in the 

true sense, the planets will not at all move in retrograde motion, which is nothing but an apparent 

backward motion, with respect to the fixed stars of the sky, always observed from a moving object. If 

observed from a stationary place, there will not be any retrograde motion of any of the planets at all. 
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Further, the retrograde motion of one moving object occur, on observed from another moving object, 

only when both the objects are revolving  round  the  same  centre,  but  at  a  varied  distance from  

the centre. More than that, the retrograding planet’s position and speed are important in computing  its 

retrograde motion. For example, if the observed planet moves faster than the observing planet, then 

this observed planet will move in retrograde motion, when it is in between the centre and the 

observing planet, which is actually happening with the minor planets, as shown already. Where as, if 

the observed planet moves slower than the observing planet, then this observed planet will move in 

retrograde motion, when the observing planet is in between the centre and this observed planet, which 

is actually happening with major planets, as shown before. Besides, if the observing point is stationary, 

no retrograde motion of any of the planets is possible. Thus, the mere mention of retrograde motion of 

these planets itself shows, that our ancestors adopted Heliocentric model only, because our ancestors 

observed the motion of the celestial bodies with the Earth as the point of observation. 

                Figure 8 – Geocentric model – Major planets 180° away from the Sun 

                        

        In this figure, the major planets are 180° away from the Sun, on observed from the Earth, with the  
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Earth  in  between  the Sun and  these major planets.  In two-month duration,  the Sun is said to have 

moved from 330° (Ss1) to 30° (Ss2), where as  the Mars moves from 178° (MA 1) to 209.44° (MA 2),  

Jupiter from 176° (J1) to 181°  (J2) and  the Saturn from 172° (S1) to 174° (S2), all observed from the 

Earth which is said to be at the centre and stationary. Further, on observed from the Sun, which is at 

330° (Ss1), the major planets are at 170°, initially. After a period of two months, Mars moves to 

209.44° (MA 2), Jupiter to 184° (J2) and the Saturn to 178° (S2), in direct forward motion, on 

observed from the Sun, which is now at 30° (Ss2). Thus, if observed either from the Earth or even 

from the Sun, there is no retrograde motion of any of these three planets, when the major planets are 

180° away from the Sun in Geocentric model, as shown in the figure 8. 

                    Figure 9 – Geocentric model – major planets in conjunction with the Sun 

                                                  

           In this figure, major planets are in conjunction with the Sun i.e. in the same longitude as that of 

the Sun, with the Sun in between the Earth and these planets, on observed from the Earth. In two-

month duration,  the Sun is said to have  moved from 330° (Ss1)  to 30° (Ss2),  where as  Mars  moves  

from 345° (MA 1) to 16.44° (MA 2), Jupiter from 357° (J1) to 2° (J2) and the Saturn from 359° (S1) 

to 1° (S2) all observed from the Earth, which is said to be at the centre and stationary. Thus on 

observed from the Earth, as done by our ancestors, there is no retrograde motion of these major 
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planets, when these planets are in  the same longitude as that of the Sun i.e. in conjunction with the 

Sun. However, if observed from the Sun, which is practically not at all possible for human beings, 

there will be retrograde motion of these major planets, when these planets are in conjunction with the 

Sun i.e. in the same longitude as that of the Sun, as shown in this figure 9. Here, on observed from the 

Sun, which is at 330° (Ss1), these major planets are at 5° initially. After a period of two months, even 

though Mars, Jupiter and the Saturn actually move forward by 31.44°, 5° and 2° respectively, they 

appear to retrograde to 352° (MA 2), 355° (J2) and 359° (S2) on observed from the Sun (said to be 

moving in Geocentric model)  which is now at 30° (Ss2). Thus, in Geocentric model of arrangements 

of the planets, the retrograde motion of the major planets occur, only when they are in conjunction 

with the Sun, that too, only on observed from the Sun and there will not be any retrograde motion of 

these major planets when they are 180° away from the Sun. Besides, no retrograde motion of these 

major planets is possible, if observed from the Earth. 

         Thus, the retrograde motion of the major planets occur, in Heliocentric model, when they are 

180° away from the Sun and in the Geocentric model, when these major planets are in conjunction 

with the Sun, (in the same longitude with the Sun), that too, only if observed from the Sun, and not 

from the Earth. Our Bh�ratian almanacs and astronomical manuals, whose statistical data analysed so 

far, clearly mention that these major planets move in the retrograde motion, only when these planets 

are 180° away from the Sun, on observed from the Earth and hence our Bh�ratian astronomy is 

correctly based on Heliocentric model of arrangements of planets.  

CONCLUSION     

Our Bh�ratian astronomical manuals and almanacs clearly mention the following:- 

1.  The retrograde motions of the major planets occur, only when they are 180°  away from the Sun, 

2.  The alternate occurrences of Vakragati and  ��ghra gati of the minor planets, on observed from the 

Earth and  
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3. Two heliacal risings and two heliacal settings for the minor planets and the earlier heliacal rising 

and latter heliacal setting, of the minor planets in their retrograde motion than in their direct 

forward motion,  

which are possible only in Heliocentric model and not in Geocentric model and 

4.  The alternate occurrences of Vakragati and  ��ghra gati of the minor planets, on being observed 

from the Earth, and 

5.  The only one heliacal rising and heliacal setting for the major planets in each revolution, especially 

none during their retrograde motion, which will occur definitely in Geocentric model, shows 

clearly that these minor and the major planets revolve round the Sun and not the Earth. 

 Thus, our Bh�ratian astronomy is correctly based on Heliocentric theory only. 
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���������������������������������� 

              DIACRITICAL   MARKS   FOR   ROMAN   TRANSLITERATION   OF   

                                                 DEVANAGARI   SCRIPT 

 1. Short Vowels 

���,�-  A,  a ������-�- I,  i ������.�- U,  u������/��-  �, �           ��0�- � 

2.  Long  Vowels 

���,��-  �,  �������-��- �,  ��������1��- �,  �����2�-  E, e�����,���-  O, o������

���2���-  Ai,  ai����,�
�- Au,  au�����

3.  Anusv�ra� and Visarga� -��,3�-   4�������-  ,  	         

4.   Non-aspirant  -  ( 

5.  Consonents 

�����*�-�K, k��������*�-�Kh, kh��������*�-  G, g�����5�*�-  Gh,  gh      )*�- �, �     �

�      ��*�-   C, c           6*���-  Ch,  ch     ����'�*�- J,  j�����7�*�-  Jh,  jh����8�*�- �, 
      

       $*�-  	, �            9*�-  	h, �h�������:*�- 
, �������;*�- 
h, �h������*�-  N, �  

�����*�-  T, t���������*�- Th, th��������*�-   D, d�����<�*�- Dh, dh������*�- N, n 

���=�*�-�P, p ������>*�-�Ph, ph������?�*�-�B, b �������*�-  Bh, bh������*�-�M, m 

�����*�- Y, y  �����"*�- R, r���������*�-  L, l�������*�-  V, v 

���	�*�-  �, ������#�*�- �, ��������&�*�-  S, s����� *�-  H, h 

6.  Compound  letters -��  %�*�@�K�, k�  �����*�@�J
, j
  ���A�*�- Tr, tr  
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